I Love You AND I Like You – Steve and Annie Chapman
Enthusiastically and happily together for 40 years, Steve and Annie Chapman offer
you real-life, doable advice so you too can establish and sustain a loving,lasting
marriage. Whether you've been together for days or years, they offer practical
relationship pointers that will enable you to create a lifelong marriage overflowing with
love and romance.
How's Your Soul? - Judah Smith
This is a relatable, refreshing call to anyone searching for lasting emotional stability,
fulfillment, and satisfaction, inviting them to stop living from day to day and instead to
start living intentionally with the end in mind. A quiet soul is far more valuable than
fame and fortune. A level soul, a balanced soul, a genuine soul – that is a gift from God.
Rhythms of Rest – Shelly Miller
This book is for anyone who is weary – who longs for rest but doesn't know how to
make it a reality. Shelly Miller, a sought-after mentor on Sabbath-keeping, shows how
even busy people can implement a rhythm of rest into their lives – from small windows
of time to a whole morning or day. She shares practical advice for not only finding
physical refreshment but also restoring your soul. Sabbath is a gift from God to be
embraced, not a spiritual hoop to jump through.
What Keeps You Up At Night – Pete Wilson
Its easy to feel paralyzed by uncertainty. We want our questions answered, our
decisions affirmed, and our plans applauded. But life doesn't come with an instruction
manual and rarely follows a straight path. How would your life change if you learned to
lean into uncertainty instead of waiting on sidelines for just the right moment or
opportunity? If you want to experience a breakthrough in your life, then you must find a
new cadence that will provide the strength you need to move forward in spite of your
doubts, questions, and fears. The rhythm of faith is not hinged upon our circumstances
but our willingness to surrender.
I Tried Until I Almost Died – Sandra McCollom
Many of us believe that in order to please God, we have to be perfect. It's an easy lie
to buy into. In a culture that emphasizes accomplishments and ever-higher goals, we
feel driven to do more, achieve more, be more. Sandra shares how she left behind her
burden of anxiety and shows you how to experience for yourself the freedom of trusting
solely in the perfecting power of God's grace.

